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Polymer materials are widely used in mining and petroleum
engineering, which play an important role in mine and
oilfield production. Due to the availability of a variety of
polymeric materials, many parameters, such as molecular
structure and molecular weight, have substantial effects on
their properties. #e design and selection of suitable poly-
mers based on the intended specific applications can be
challenging. #e research into polymeric materials has
attracted considerable interest from scientists and engineers
in the fields of mining and petroleum. Studies focusing on
polymer materials have a wide range of interest and ap-
plications in the mining and petroleum industries. #is
special issue aims to present recent research progress, de-
velopments, and applications of polymer materials and
technology within mining and petroleum engineering, in-
cluding theoretical studies, experimental investigations, and
research into polymeric applications.

#e paper by X. Liu et al. investigated the effect of
temperature and accelerator on gel time and compressive
strength of the resin anchoring agent. With increasing
ambient temperature, the gelation time of the anchorage
agent decreased.#e peak exothermic value of the anchoring
agent grew with the increasing ambient temperature. #e
compressive strength of resin anchoring agent dropped
significantly with the increase in temperature.

K. Gao et al. established a cable combustion experiment
platform to study the regularities of the cable fire spread
speed and smoke temperature as well as the flame change
and molten dripping behaviour. #e flame-retardant cable
can be ignited and continuously burnt at a certain wind

speed, but combustion can be restrained at high wind speed.
#e combustion speed of the flame-retardant cable is af-
fected by the fire load and ventilation speed.#e combustion
droplets can change the shape of the flame, which can
consequently ignite other combustible materials.

#e paper by J. Li et al. proposed that the average for-
mation pressure and its location are changing all the time
during alkali-surfactant-polymer (ASP) flooding. In addi-
tion, the influence of heterogeneity and viscosity on recovery
and pressure is also probed in this paper. A numerical
simulation model to match the experiment data considering
the physical and chemical alternation in ASP flooding is also
developed. Also, the response surface methodology (RSM) is
adopted to obtain the formula between pressure functions
and influencing factors.

W. Zou et al. investigated the adhesion and adsorption of
a hydrophobically modified polyacrylamide (HMPAM) on
silica and asphaltene using surface force measurements,
thermodynamic analysis, and quartz crystal microbalance
with dissipation (QCM-D) measurement. #e adhesion
force with an HMPAM-modified probe was greater on silica
than on the asphaltene surface. Adsorption of HMPAM on
the silica surface was greater than that on the asphaltene
surface, and the adsorbed layer was more rigid on the silica
surface. Hydrophobic interactions between the asphaltene
surface and the long hydrocarbon chains of HMPAM may
dominate the attraction and adhesion.

Y. Chen et al. proposed a flame retardant with bio-based
benzoxazine (Boz-F), red phosphorus, and melamine with a
mass ratio of 2 :1 : 2, which then underwent mechanical
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modification by hollow glass bubbles. #e pregrouting
material with low viscosity and high permeability was
compounded, and its interaction with coal was experi-
mentally studied. #e new material increases the effective
consolidation distance in the coal seam by 40% on an av-
erage compared with traditional polyurethane. Its perme-
ation radius is larger than the calculated radius of the plastic
softening zone of a borehole. In addition, the strengths of
coal-new material consolidated products with different ra-
tios fully surpass those of coal-polyurethane material con-
solidated products.

#e paper by C. Zhang et al. proposed a new solidified
sealing material with better strain-bearing capacity and
volumetric expansion capacity. #e axial strain and volume
increment of the new solidified material is higher than those
of the traditional concrete solidified material at the peak
stress. Meanwhile, the confining pressure has a certain
hysteresis effect on the postpeak stress attenuation. #e
relative content of seepage pore and fracture in the new
solidified material is less than that of coal and concrete
samples, and the stress sensitivity of the new solidified
materials is weaker than that of coal and concrete materials;
hence, new solidified material will have better performance
in borehole sealing.
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